Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Typical examples of comparative constructions in Korean discussed in the literature are usually of the types illustrated by (1) and (2).(1)NP comparative (also called "phrasal comparative")Yenghi-nunMary-potakhi-kakhuta.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}Yenghi-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanheight-[nom]{.smallcaps}tall'Yenghi is taller than Mary.'(2)Clausal comparativeYenghi-nunnay-kasayngkakhayss-tenkes-potakhuta.Yenghi-[top]{.smallcaps}I-[nom]{.smallcaps}thought-[adn]{.smallcaps}kes-thantall'Yenghi is taller than I thought.' (Park [@CR27]:257)Due to their inherent semantics, comparative constructions normally involve two elements for a comparison to be made. As shown above, in typical comparative sentences, one of the compared elements is an argument of the main predicate, while the other, with which the former is compared, denotes the standard of comparison as a kind of adverbial. In Korean, the latter is marked by the occurrence of the comparative particle *pota* on it, which corresponds to *than* in English. (1) and (2) illustrate the different ways in which these two elements are realized. Roughly speaking, two NPs are compared in (1), while an NP is compared with what looks like a clause in (2),[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} which is more or less a general pattern across languages. Existing literature on comparative constructions in Korean and other languages has mostly focused on these types of sentences.

Before we move on, let me introduce some terminology to be used throughout this paper. Especially, there are four important terms: (i) "the antecedent" refers to one of the compared elements that is an argument of the main predicate, e.g., in (1), *Yenghi* is the antecedent; (ii) "the standard" refers to the element that denotes the standard of comparison, e.g., in (1), *Mary* is the standard; (iii) "the pivot" refers to the element that bears the comparative marker *pota* on the surface, e.g., in (1), *Mary* is the pivot as well. Pivots and standards are often identical, but as I show below, that is not always the case; (iv) "the correlate" refers to the element contained in the antecedent that is contrasted with the pivot in RNC. In the labeled brackets below, I indicate these elements as [ant]{.smallcaps}, [sta]{.smallcaps}, [piv]{.smallcaps}, and [cor]{.smallcaps}, respectively.

Turning now to the main topic of this paper, I examine below a hitherto unnoticed type of comparative construction in Korean and consider its implications. I refer to the construction in question as *Reduced NP Comparatives* (RNC) for reasons to be made clear below. Some examples of RNC are given in (3).,[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"}(3)a.John-uysengcek-unMary-potacohta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}grade-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thangood'John's grade is better than Mary('s grade).'b.John-uykho-nunMary-potakhuta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}nose-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanbig'John's nose is bigger than Mary('s nose).'c.Kim kyoswu-uyceyca-nunLee kyoswu-potamanhta.Kim prof.-[gen]{.smallcaps}student-[top]{.smallcaps}Lee prof.-thanmany'Prof. Kim's students are more than Prof. Lee('s students).'(= 'Prof. Kim has more students than Prof. Lee.')The examples in (4) illustrate more complex instances of RNC.(4)a.Robert Downey Jr.-kayenghwahanphyen-eysepat-nunton-iR.D.J.-[nom]{.smallcaps}movieonepiece-fromreceives-[adn]{.smallcaps}money-[nom]{.smallcaps}Tom Holland-potahwelssinmahnta.T.H.-thanfarmuch'The money that R.D.J. receives from a movie is far more than (the money that) T.H. (receives from a movie).'b.Sosel-ulssu-nhaksayng-isi-potamanhta.novel-[acc]{.smallcaps}wrote-[adn]{.smallcaps}student-[nom]{.smallcaps}poem-thanmany'There are more students who wrote novels than (students who wrote) poems.'One immediate difference between RNC and ordinary comparatives in (1) and (2) is that in the former, the antecedent is always structurally more complex than the pivot. As I argue below, this is because the latter is the reduced form of the standard, hence the name "reduced" NP comparatives.

On the surface, RNC may appear to be a usual NP comparative construction in that it involves two NPs. But, what is crucial is the fact that in RNC, the pivot does not denote the standard of comparison at all, although it bears the marker of the standard of comparison, i.e., *pota* 'than'. For instance, in (3a), what the speaker intends to compare is John's grade and Mary's grade, not John's grade and Mary herself. Similarly, in (4a), it is not that a comparison is made between the amount of money that Robert Downey Jr. makes from a movie and another actor, Tom Holland. Rather, the standard is understood to be the amount of money that Tom Holland makes from a movie.

The crucial point is that in RNC, there is a mismatch between the pivot and standard unlike in ordinary comparatives, where they are normally identical. The pivot in RNC bears the comparative particle *pota* on the surface, while the real standard is implicit and understood to contain the pivot underlyingly. This is the reason why the pivot and standard should be distinguished. Of course, the important question is how the mismatch between the pivot and standard should be captured. Putting aside details for now, the gist of the current analysis is that the mismatch should be accounted for in terms of deletion. This is schematically represented in (5).(5)\[~[ant]{.smallcaps}~ \[~[cor]{.smallcaps}~ ABC\] XYZ\] \[~[sta]{.smallcaps}~ \[~[piv]{.smallcaps}~ DEF\] ~~XYZ~~\]-*pota* predicateAs mentioned above, RNC involves several essential elements---namely, the antecedent, correlate, pivot, and standard. Among these, the first three are overtly realized on the surface, while the last one is implicit. The standard is assumed to undergo deletion, and its remnant is what I call the pivot. The important intuition here is that the standard is a full complex NP that is structurally parallel to the antecedent and that it undergoes deletion, leaving only the pivot on the surface.

The discussion below is organized as follows: in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, I briefly discuss NP-ellipsis in Korean, because RNC has some resemblance to it on the surface. I show that although certain elements in noun phrases may indeed be deleted in Korean, the deletion phenomenon has nothing to do with NP-ellipsis. Rather, I argue that it is tied to a new type of comparative construction that I call RNC. Although there exist no previous analyses of RNC in the literature on Korean, the discussion on NP-ellipsis in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} provides a useful background for us to proceed further; in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, I discuss some important factors that determine the availability of RNC and propose a novel generalization regarding the relation between the antecedent and pivot to the effect that they should be incomparable with each other for RNC to be possible. This is in fact the hallmark of RNC that distinguishes it from ordinary NP comparatives; in Sect. [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}, I discuss how the pivot is determined in RNC and refine further the generalization proposed in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}; in Sect. [5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}, I discuss the role played by the gradable predicate in RNC, which further supports the idea that the notion of comparability and scale plays an important role in the construction; in Sect. [6](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, I discuss the status of the pivot in RNC from the point of view of deletion, which also has implications for the main generalization proposed above; in Sect. [7](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}, I offer a deletion-based analysis of RNC, which can be seen as an extension of Merchant's (2001, 2004, 2009, among others) move-and-delete approach to various ellipsis phenomena; Sect. [8](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"} concludes.

Background: NP-Ellipsis in Korean {#Sec2}
=================================

Sentences like (6) are assumed to involve NP-ellipsis (NPE), the usual analysis of the construction being as in (7) (see Bošković [@CR8]; Jackendoff [@CR12]; Lobeck [@CR16]; Saito et al. [@CR30]; Saito and Murasugi [@CR29], Concerning this, Park among many others).(6)John cleaned Chomsky's house, but Mary cleaned Halle's.(7)... Mary cleaned \[~DP~ Halle's ~~\[~~~~~NP~~~ ~~house~~\]\]In the case of Korean, as An ([@CR2], [@CR3], 2014) points out, NPE does not seem to be available. For instance, the direct counterpart of (6) is totally ungrammatical in Korean.[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"}(8)John-unChomsky-uycip-ulchengsohayssta.John-[top]{.smallcaps}Chomsky-[gen]{.smallcaps}house-[acc]{.smallcaps}cleaned\* KulenteyMary-nun\[Halle-uy~~cip~~\]-ulchengsohayssta.ButMary-[top]{.smallcaps}Halle-[gen]{.smallcaps}house-[acc]{.smallcaps}cleaned'John cleaned Chomsky's house. But Mary cleaned Halle's.'

Concerning this, Park ([@CR26]) suggests that the deviance of a canonical NPE context like (8) should be attributed to an independent language-specific morphological constraint involving the genitive case-marker *uy*, to the effect that *uy* cannot be followed by other nominal suffixes such as the case-marker *ul*, as in (8), or the topic-marker *nun*, as in (ii) in note 5 (see also Lee [@CR15] for a similar view). Park argues further that NPE is actually possible in some limited contexts in Korean. In what follows, I discuss Park's proposal in some detail, as doing that reveals some properties that are also relevant to the current analysis, though I eventually conclude that Park's proposal itself cannot be maintained.

Canonical NPE contexts {#Sec3}
----------------------

As mentioned above, Park ([@CR26]) argues that the deviance of sentences like (8) stems from the fact that the genitive case-marker *uy* on the remnant is directly followed by another case-marker. Although it is plausible that a case-marker cannot be followed by another case-marker and that the constraint in question is language-specific, it is still noteworthy that precisely the same sequence of elements is allowed in NPE contexts in Japanese, as shown by example (i) in note 5. Note also that Korean allows all the usual case-markers, including the genitive case-marker *uy*, to be omitted (see An [@CR2] and references therein). If the genitive-accusative sequence in (8) were the source of the problem, it would be predicted that omitting either or both of these case-markers should improve the sentence. But, the prediction is not borne out. As (9) shows, NPE is disallowed even if we avoid the genitive-accusative sequence, regardless of which of the case-markers is omitted. Thus, omitting the genitive case-marker *uy*, the accusative case-marker *ul*, or both, has no effect at all on the ungrammaticality of the sentence. Note crucially that the case-markers in question can in principle be omitted in this environment, if there is no omission of the head noun, as (10) shows.(9)John-unChomsky-uycip-ulchengsohayssta.John-[top]{.smallcaps}Chomsky-[gen]{.smallcaps}house-[acc]{.smallcaps}cleaned\*KulenteyMary-nun\[Halle-(uy)~~cip~~\]-(ul)chengsohayssta.ButMary-[top]{.smallcaps}Halle-[gen]{.smallcaps}house-[acc]{.smallcaps}cleaned'John cleaned Chomsky's house. But Mary cleaned Halle's.'(10)Mary-nunHalle-(uy)cip-(ul)chengsohayssta.Mary-[top]{.smallcaps}Halle-[gen]{.smallcaps}house-[acc]{.smallcaps}cleaned'Mary cleaned Halle's house.'

This indicates that the deviance of canonical NPE contexts in Korean cannot simply be attributed to some language-specific morphological constraint banning a sequence of nominal suffixes. Rather, the ungrammaticality does seem to stem from the omission of the head noun itself. In fact, I believe that there has not been any convincing evidence to date that NPE exists in the language.[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"} In any case, it suffices for present purposes that the RNC sentences in (3), where the head noun of the standard NP is omitted, do not involve NPE. (For reasons of space, I only repeat (3a) here as (11). But the same consideration applies to the other examples in (3).)(11)John-uysengcek-unMary-potacohta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}grade-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thangood'John's grade is better than Mary's (grade).'Besides, there is no way that the sentences in (4) can be analyzed in terms of NPE, which also provides evidence that NPE is irrelevant to RNC. (I only repeat (4a) here for reasons of space.)(12)Robert Downey Jr.-kayenghwahanphyen-eysepat-nunton-iR.D.J.-[nom]{.smallcaps}movieonepiece-fromreceives-[adn]{.smallcaps}money-[nom]{.smallcaps}Tom Holland-potahwelssinmahnta.T.H.-thanfarmuch'The money that R.D.J. receives from a movie is far more than (the money that) (receives from a movie).'T.H.

Alternative NPE contexts {#Sec4}
------------------------

Let us turn to Park's ([@CR26]) claim that NPE is possible in some limited contexts. In particular, Park argues that sentences like (13) and (14) are derived by NPE.(13)\[Haksayngtul-uy\[~NP~ cengpwu-uypiphan\]\]-unstudents-[gen]{.smallcaps}government-[gen]{.smallcaps}criticism-[top]{.smallcaps}\[kyoswutul \[~NP~\]\]-pota-tohemhayssta.professors-than-evenwas.severe'The students' criticism of the government was more severe than the professors' criticism of the government.' (Park [@CR26]:301)(14)\[San-uykonggi\]-nun\[cip\[~NP~\]\]-potatekkaykkushayssta.mountain-[gen]{.smallcaps}air-[top]{.smallcaps}house-thanmorewas.clean'The mountain's air was cleaner than the house's air.' (Park [@CR26]:303)In a nutshell, Park's claim is that NPE in Korean is only possible with event nouns, as in (13), and mass nouns, as in (14). With count nouns, NPE is assumed to be impossible. In such contexts, the pronominal element *kes* 'one' must be inserted, if the noun is not overtly realized, as in (15).(15)\[John-uykabang\]-un\[Mary-uy\*(kes)\]-potapissata.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}bag-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}kes-thanexpensive'John's bag is more expensive than Mary's.' (Park [@CR26]:304)

Park does not provide an account of the observation in (13)--(15). More importantly, Park does not pay attention to the fact that these sentences are comparative constructions---note the occurrence of the comparative particle *pota*. What is more, these sentences are actually instances of RNC.[7](#Fn7){ref-type="fn"} That is, between the two compared NPs, the first one is a full complex NP argument, while the one bearing *pota* involves a mismatch between the pivot and standard. I have already shown in the previous section that the kind of omission phenomenon observed in RNC cannot be equated with NPE. Furthermore, even the configurations in (13) and (14) are disallowed if they occur in canonical NPE configurations, as (16) and (17) show. This provides strong evidence that, rather than NPE, being a comparative construction is a crucial factor in allowing the omission phenomenon in (13) and (14).(16)John-un\[haksayngtul-uy\[~NP~ cengpwu-uypiphan\]\]-ulswuyonghayssta.John-[top]{.smallcaps}students-[gen]{.smallcaps}government-[gen]{.smallcaps}criticism-[top]{.smallcaps}accepted\*Mary-nun\[kyoswutul \[~NP~\]\]-ulswuyonghayssta.Mary-[top]{.smallcaps}professors-[acc]{.smallcaps}accepted'John accepted the students' criticism of the government. Mary accepted the professors' (criticism of the government).'(17)John-un\[san-uykonggi\]-lulcoahanta.John-[top]{.smallcaps}mountain-[gen]{.smallcaps}air-[acc]{.smallcaps}likes\* Mary-nun\[cip\[~NP~\]\]-ulcoahanta.Mary-[top]{.smallcaps}house-[acc]{.smallcaps}likes'John likes the mountain's air. Mary likes the house's (air).'

Also, the alleged sensitivity to the distinction between event/mass nouns and count nouns is not supported empirically. For instance, in (3b) and (3c), repeated below, the omitted nouns, i.e., *kho* 'nose' and *ceyca* 'student', are count nouns, while the sentences are perfect.(18)a.John-uykho-nunMary-potakhuta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}nose-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanbig'John's nose is bigger than Mary('s nose).'b.Kim kyoswu-uyceyca-nunLee kyoswu-potamahnta.Kim Prof.-[gen]{.smallcaps}student-[top]{.smallcaps}Lee Prof.-thanmany'Prof. Kim's students are more than Prof. Lee('s students).'(= 'Prof. Kim has more students than Prof. Lee.')Furthermore, in more complex cases of RNC like those in (4), repeated below, what is omitted is not just the head noun---parts of the relative clause as well as the head noun are omitted together. Obviously, the distinction between event/mass nouns and count nouns is not applicable to the omitted elements here. It is also clear that NPE is not relevant either.(19)a.Robert Downey Jr.-kayenghwahanphyen-eysepat-nunton-iR.D.J.-[nom]{.smallcaps}movieonepiece-fromreceives-[adn]{.smallcaps}money-[nom]{.smallcaps}Tom Holland-potahwelssinmahnta.T.H.-thanfarmuch'The money that R.D.J. receives from a movie is far more than (the money that) T.H. (receives from a movie).'b.Sosel-ulssu-nhaksayng-isi-potamahnta.novel-[acc]{.smallcaps}wrote-[adn]{.smallcaps}student-[nom]{.smallcaps}poem-thanmany'There are more students who wrote novels than (students who wrote) poems.'

To summarize, it is true that in some contexts, omission of certain elements in an NP is possible in Korean. However, the omission phenomenon has nothing to do with NPE. In fact, the existence of NPE is questionable on independent grounds. Crucially, the omission phenomenon in question is tied to the fact that the sentence involves a comparative construction---in particular, RNC, an important property that has gone unnoticed in the previous literature.

Factors that determine the availability of RNC {#Sec5}
==============================================

I have argued above that the omission phenomenon in RNC does not involve NPE. I have also shown that the distinction between event/mass nouns and count nouns is not relevant to the omission phenomenon in RNC. In what follows, I examine a number of factors that determine the availability of RNC.

Comparability {#Sec6}
-------------

First, note that for two NPs to be used legitimately in a comparative sentence, they should in some way be compatible with each other for the comparison to be possible, i.e., they should be similar enough to each other, while differing only with respect to certain relevant properties, so that the comparison makes sense. One would normally not compare things that belong to totally unrelated categories, e.g., apples and friendship, unless the comparison is figurative. Therefore, the compared elements should share some relevant properties with respect to which they can be compared. I refer to this general requirement simply as "comparability".

To help understand the notion of comparability, it is useful to consider briefly some relevant semantic properties of gradable predicates. Gradable predicates are essential elements in comparative constructions, because normally, comparative constructions are impossible without them. This is clearly illustrated by (20), where the gradable predicate in (20a) allows a comparison, while the non-gradable predicate in (20b) doesn't.(20)a.John-unTom-potapwuca-ta.John-[top]{.smallcaps}Tom-thanrich.person-[dec]{.smallcaps}'John is richer than Tom.'b.\* John-unTom-potakyoswu-ta.John-[top]{.smallcaps}Tom-thanprofessor-[dec]{.smallcaps}'John is a professor than Tom.'Regarding the semantics of gradable predicates, Kennedy ([@CR14]) points out that while gradable predicates are the same as non-gradable predicates in that they are functions from objects to truth values, they are different from the latter in that their domains are partially ordered with respect to some property that permits gradation. That is to say, gradable predicates are associated with some kind of "scale" as part of their meaning. According to Kennedy, when evaluating the meaning of a sentence containing a gradable predicate *φ* in the form of *x is φ*, we are concerned with a subset of the domain of *φ* that contains only objects that are deemed to be "like *x*" in some relevant sense. Kennedy ([@CR14], p. 6) refers to the contextually relevant subset of the domain of a gradable predicate as a *comparison class* and makes the following remark, which is of particular relevance to our discussion:"... a comparison class ... contains just those objects that are determined to be relevant in a particular context of utterance, in particular, those objects that are similar to x in some appropriate respect"

Given this, we can say that when two things are "comparable", they can be associated with the same scale. They are objects belonging to the same comparison class. One simple way to determine whether two things are comparable or not is to construct sentences where the elements in question are used with the same gradable predicate. If they can be used naturally with the predicate, it means that whatever scale the predicate denotes, they can be associated with it, which in turn means that they can be compared with each other.(21)John-iTom-potattokttokhata.John-[nom]{.smallcaps}Tom-thansmart'John is smarter than Tom.'→a.John-ittokttokhata.John-[nom]{.smallcaps}smartb.Tom-ittokttokhata.Tom-[nom]{.smallcaps}smartSimilarly, the oddness of the comparative sentence in (22) is expected, because we are comparing two elements that are not comparable, i.e., they do not belong to the same comparison class, because they are not similar enough in the relevant sense.[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"}(22)\# John-iikapang-potattokttokhata.John-[nom]{.smallcaps}thisbag-thansmart'John is smarter than this bag.'→\# Ikabang-ittokttokhata.thisbag-[nom]{.smallcaps}smart'This bag is smart.'

Comparability in RNC {#Sec7}
--------------------

With the notion of comparability in mind, I propose in this section an important generalization concerning the availability of RNC. Crucially, I propose that for RNC to be possible, the antecedent and pivot should "not" be comparable with each other. The general pattern we find in RNC is as in (23).(23)a.Incomparable antecedent and pivot→ RNC possibleb.Comparable antecedent and pivot→ RNC impossibleThis means that there is a reverse correlation between the comparability between the antecedent and pivot and the naturalness of RNC. The main intuition behind this is as follows: if the pivot is comparable with the antecedent, it is simultaneously interpreted as the standard as well, i.e., it is directly compared with the antecedent, which blocks the recovery of an implicit standard, a necessary step in RNC. In such cases, the sentence is analyzed as an ordinary NP comparative construction. However, if the pivot is incomparable with the antecedent, it facilitates the recovery of the standard, which is what happens in grammatical instances of RNC. It should also be emphasized that it is the pivot, not the standard, whose comparability with the antecedent matters for the purpose of RNC.[9](#Fn9){ref-type="fn"} The state of affairs can be summarized as below.(24)Antecedent-Pivot Incomparability (API) *(first version)*In grammatical instances of RNC, the pivot should not be comparable with theantecedent.

The distribution of RNC {#Sec8}
-----------------------

Let us confirm that the generalization made in the previous section captures the distribution of RNC correctly. I repeat some of the grammatical examples of RNC in (3a) and (4) below. (The cases in (3b) and (3c) will be discussed separately.)(25)a.John-uy**sengcek**-un**Mary**-potacohta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}grade-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thangood'John's grade is better than Mary's (grade).'b.Robert Downey Jr.-kayenghwahanphyen-eysepat-nun**ton**-iR.D.J.-[nom]{.smallcaps}movieonepiece-fromreceives-[adn]{.smallcaps}money-[nom]{.smallcaps}**Tom Holland**-potahwelssinmanhta.T.H.-thanfarmuch'The money that R.D.J. receives from a movie is far more than (the money that) T.H. (receives from a movie).'c.Sosel-ulssu-n**haksayng**-i**si**-potamanhta.novel-[acc]{.smallcaps}wrote-[adn]{.smallcaps}student-[nom]{.smallcaps}poem-thanmany'There are more students who wrote novels than (students who wrote) poems.'In these examples, it is clear that the pivots are not comparable with their antecedents, i.e., they are not of the same kind in the relevant sense, so that they cannot be associated with the same scale.

I provide additional examples of RNC below, whose grammaticality is correctly captured by the generalization in (24). In all these cases, the antecedent and pivot are not comparable.[10](#Fn10){ref-type="fn"}(26)a.John-uy**nai**-nun**Mary**-potamanhta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanmany'John's age is more than Mary('s age).' (= John is older than Mary.)b.John-uy**sengkyek**-un**Mary**-potacohta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}personality-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thangood'John's personality is better than Mary('s personality).'c.Kim kyoswu-uy**kanguy**-nun**Park kyoswu**-potacaymiissta.Prof. Kim-[gen]{.smallcaps}lecture-[top]{.smallcaps}Prof. Park-thaninteresting'Prof. Kim's lecture is more interesting than Prof. Park('s lecture).'d.Ceycakca-kanay-nun**piyong**-i**yenghwasa**-potamahnta.producer-[nom]{.smallcaps}pay-[adn]{.smallcaps}expense-[nom]{.smallcaps}film.company-thanmany'The expenses that the producer pays are more than (the expenses that) the film company (pays).'e.Cesan-uy**namwutul**-i**isan**-potatephwuruuta.[11](#Fn11){ref-type="fn"}thatmountain-[gen]{.smallcaps}trees-[nom]{.smallcaps}thismountain-thanmoregreen'The trees of that mountain are greener than those of this mountain.'f.Ikakey-uy**kkochtul**-i**cekakey**-potatessata.thisshop-[gen]{.smallcaps}flowers-[nom]{.smallcaps}thatshop-thanmorecheap'The flowers in this shop are cheaper than those in that shop.'g.John-isenmwul-lopat-un**kabang**-i**Mary**-potatemanhta.John-[nom]{.smallcaps}present-forreceive-[adn]{.smallcaps}bag-[nom]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanmore many'John received more bags than Mary for a present.'h.Robert Downey Jr.-kaphayn-eykeysepat-un**senmwul**-iRDJ-[nom]{.smallcaps}fan-fromreceive-[adn]{.smallcaps}present-[nom]{.smallcaps}**Tom Holland**-potamanhta.TH-thanmany'Robert Downey Jr. received more presents from his fans than Tom Holland did.'

This proposal also straightforwardly captures Park's ([@CR26]) putative NPE examples in (13) and (14), repeated here as (27a) and (27b). In both cases, the antecedent and pivot denote different types of things whose comparisons are intuitively implausible, which in turn makes RNC possible.(27)a.Haksayngtul-uycengpwu-uy**piphan**-un**kyoswutul**-potastudents-[gen]{.smallcaps}government-[gen]{.smallcaps}criticism-[top]{.smallcaps}professors-thanhemhayssta.was.severe'The students' criticism of the government was more severe than the professors ('criticism of the government).'b.San-uy**konggi**-nun**cip**-potatekkaykkushayssta.mountain-[gen]{.smallcaps}air-[top]{.smallcaps}house-thanmorewas.clean'The mountain's air was cleaner than the house('s air).'

It is also significant that even if the sentences in (27) are modified in such a way that the antecedents involve relative clauses rather than genitive phrases, as in (28), the grammaticality remains the same. Note that (27) and (28) roughly mean the same thing. Therefore, in both (27) and (28), the antecedents and pivots are incomparable, rendering RNC possible.[12](#Fn12){ref-type="fn"}(28)a.\[~[ant]{.smallcaps}~ \[Haksayngtul-icengpwu-eytayhayphepwu-un\]**piphan**\]-unstudents-[nom]{.smallcaps}government-aboutpoured.out-[adn]{.smallcaps}criticism-[top]{.smallcaps}\[~[piv]{.smallcaps}~ **kyoswutul**\]-potahemhayssta.professors-thanwas.severe'The criticism that the students poured out about the government was more severe than (the criticism that) the professors (poured out about the government).'b.\[~[ant]{.smallcaps}~ \[San-eysenay-kamath-un\]**konggi**\]-nun\[~[piv]{.smallcaps}~ **cip**\]-potamountain-atI-[nom]{.smallcaps}inhaled-[adn]{.smallcaps}air-[top]{.smallcaps}house-thankkaykkushayssta.was.clean'The air that I breathed at the mountain was cleaner than (the air that I breathed at) the house.'As expected, when the antecedent containing a relative clause denotes the same kind of object as the pivot, i.e., when they are comparable, RNC is not acceptable, as shown in (29). Here, the sentences only allow the literal interpretation in (i), where the pivot is simultaneously interpreted as the standard. The sentences do not allow the RNC reading in (ii).(29)a.\[~[ant]{.smallcaps}~ \[John-iceycakha-n\]**tongsang**\]-un\[~[piv]{.smallcaps}~ **Mary**\]-potakhessta.John-[nom]{.smallcaps}produced-[adn]{.smallcaps}bronze.statue-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanwas.bigi.'The bronze statue that John produced was bigger than Mary.'→ non-RNC, NP comparative readingii.\* 'The bronze statue that John produced was bigger than (the bronze statue that) Mary (produced).'→ RNC readingb.\[~[ant]{.smallcaps}~ \[San-eysecap-un\]**holangi**\]-nun\[~[piv]{.smallcaps}~ **cip**\]-potakhessta.mountain-atcaught-[adn]{.smallcaps}tiger-[top]{.smallcaps}house-thanwas.bigi.'The tiger that was caught at the mountain was bigger than the house.'→ non-RNC, NP comparative readingii.\* 'The tiger that was caught at the mountain was bigger than (the tiger that was caught at) the house.'→ RNC reading

Identifying the Pivot {#Sec9}
=====================

In the previous section, I proposed a novel generalization about RNC, repeated below, and showed that it correctly captures a wide range of data that have not drawn any attention in the literature.(30)Antecedent-Pivot Incomparability (API) *(first version)*In grammatical instances of RNC, the pivot should not be comparable with the antecedent.In this section, I propose a further refinement of API to capture more sophisticated patterns of RNC. Crucially, this helps us understand how the pivot should be identified in RNC.

First, (31) is an ordinary NP comparative construction. Here, of course, the antecedent and standard are comparable with each other, i.e., they can be associated with the scale of the predicate, so that the comparison is legitimate.(31)\[~ant~ John-uytongsayng-uynai\]-nunJohn-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-[top]{.smallcaps}\[~sta~ \[~NP1~ \[~NP2~ Mary\]-uytongsayng\]-uynai\]-potacekta.Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-thanless'John's brother's age is less than Mary's brother's age.'(= John's brother is younger than Mary's brother.)Note that the standard in (31) contains additional NPs inside, labeled NP1 and NP2 for convenience. Both these NPs are incomparable with the antecedent. Given API, they are potential candidates to be pivots in the RNC counterpart of (31). Assuming that, consider the sentence in (32), where what looks like NP2 surfaces as the pivot.(32)\[~ant~John-uytongsayng-uynai\]-nun\[~piv~Mary\]-potacekta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanlessa.'John's brother's age is less than Mary.'(= John's brother is younger than Mary.)b.\* 'John's brother's age is less than Mary's brother's age.'(= John's brother is younger than Mary's brother.)

Crucially, however, (32) is not ambiguous and allows only the reading in (32a), indicating that its underlying structure should be as in (33a), not (33b).(33)a.\[~[ant]{.smallcaps}~ \[~[cor]{.smallcaps}~ John-uytongsayng\]-uynai\]-nunJohn-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-[top]{.smallcaps}\[~[sta]{.smallcaps}~ \[~[piv]{.smallcaps}~ Mary\]-~~uynai~~\]-potacekta.Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-thanlessb.\* \[~[ant]{.smallcaps}~ \[~[cor]{.smallcaps}~ John\]-uytongsayng-uynai\]-nunJohn-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-[top]{.smallcaps}\[~[sta]{.smallcaps}~ \[~[piv]{.smallcaps}~ Mary\]-~~uytongsayng-uynai~~\]-potacekta.Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-thanlessThis means that (32) actually has nothing to do with (31). Nor does its pivot *Mary* correspond to NP2 in (31). In fact, for the reading in (32b) to be possible, the surface form of the sentence should be as in (34), its underlying structure being as in (35). Note that (35) is identical to (31).(34)\[~ant~John-uytongsayng-uynai\]-nun\[~piv~Mary-uytongsayng\]-potacekta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-thanless'John's brother's age is less than Mary's brother's age.'(= John's brother is younger than Mary's brother.).(35)\[~ant~John-uytongsayng-uynai\]-nunJohn-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-[top]{.smallcaps}\[~sta~ \[~piv~ Mary-uytongsayng\]-uynai\]-potacekta.Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-thanless

Given this, I suggest that in constructing an RNC sentence, the element that surfaces as the pivot should be the largest NP within the standard that is incomparable with the antecedent. That is why a sentence that starts out with an underlying structure like (31) only allows an RNC counterpart like (34), not (32). This means that being incomparable with the antecedent is not sufficient for an NP to be the pivot in RNC. Below, I revise API to incorporate this.(36)Antecedent-Pivot Incomparability (API) *(revised version)*

In grammatical instances of RNC, the pivot should be the largest NP within the standard that is incomparable with the antecedent.

The role of the predicate {#Sec10}
=========================

In the grammatical examples of RNC discussed so far, the antecedent and pivot denote different types of elements and are thus incomparable with each other as per API. However, there are cases where the antecedent and pivot seem to belong to the same category, while RNC is possible. For instance, in Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, I discussed the sentences in (37) as counterexamples to Park's ([@CR26]) claim that count nouns are disallowed in putative NPE contexts. Given their interpretation, it is clear that these sentences are instances of RNC. On closer inspection, these sentences also raise an interesting question for our discussion of RNC, to which I turn in this section.(37)a.John-uykho-kaMary-potakhuta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}nose-[nom]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanbig'John's nose is bigger than Mary('s nose).'b.Kim kyoswu-uyceyca-kaLee kyoswu-potamanhta.Kim prof.-[gen]{.smallcaps}student-[nom]{.smallcaps}Lee prof.-thanmany'Prof. Kim's students are more than Prof. Lee('s students).'(= 'Prof. Kim has more students than Prof. Lee.')

First, in (37a), it may seem that the antecedent and pivot are of the same type, given the availability of the pair in (38).[13](#Fn13){ref-type="fn"} If this is correct, then the antecedent and pivot are comparable in (37a), which in turn means that API is not satisfied. This should normally preclude an RNC reading.(38)a.John-uykho-kakhuta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}nose-[top]{.smallcaps}big'John's nose is big.'b.Mary-kakhuta.Mary-[top]{.smallcaps}big'Mary is big.'I suggest however that (37a) does not involve a violation of API. Note that the head noun of the antecedent, i.e., *kho* 'nose', denotes a body part. It is reasonable that body parts are not comparable with a person in terms of their size. In other words, I assume that in (37a), the antecedent *John*-*uy kho* 'John's nose' is not comparable with the pivot *Mary*. This way, (37a) is consistent with API, correctly allowing RNC. More generally, I suggest that under normal circumstances, elements in a part-whole relation cannot be compared, i.e., they are inherently incomparable with each other. The availability of an RNC reading in (39) provides evidence for this proposal.(39)Icha-uyheytulaithu/thulengkhu-kacecha-potakhuta.thiscar-[gen]{.smallcaps}headlight/trunk-[nom]{.smallcaps}thatcar-thanbig'This car's headlight/trunk is bigger than that car('s headlight/trunk).'→ RNC reading

This leads us to the prediction that an RNC reading will become unavailable in (37a) if we replace the head noun of the antecedent with an element that belongs to the same type as the pivot but does not denote a body part of the correlate. This is indeed the case, as (40) shows. Here, RNC is not possible due to a violation of API, as expected.(40)John-uychinkwu-kaMary-potakhuta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}friend-[nom]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanbigi.'John's friend is bigger than Mary.'→ non-RNC, NP-comparative readingii.\* 'John's friend is bigger than Mary's friend.'→ RNC reading

Similarly, in (41), the antecedent is comparable with the pivot. Between the antecedent and the genitive correlate contained in it, there is no part-whole relation. Thus, in contrast to (39), it is difficult to get an RNC reading in (41) due to a violation of API.(41)Icha-uyyeph-eyiss-nuncha-kacecha-potakhuta.thiscar-[gen]{.smallcaps}side-atbe-[adn]{.smallcaps}car-[nom]{.smallcaps}thatcar-thanbigi.'The car next to this car is bigger than that car.'→ non-RNC, NP-comparative readingii.\*'The car next to this car is bigger than the car next to that car.'→ RNC reading

Interestingly, a slightly modified version of (37a) allows an RNC reading even if a part-whole relation holds between the relevant elements in the antecedent. This is illustrated by (42), which is ambiguous in an interesting way.(42)Kein-uykho-kaMary-potakhuta.giant-[gen]{.smallcaps}nose-[nom]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanbigi.'The giant's nose is bigger than Mary.'→ non-RNC, NP-comparative readingii.'The giant's nose is bigger than Mary('s nose).'→ RNC reading

Here, (42i) involves a literal comparison between the size of the giant's nose and the size of Mary herself. This is possible since we are dealing with a giant. (Assume that we are looking at a giant that is 50 meters tall.) On the other hand, (42ii) is basically the same as (37a), where we are comparing the size of the giant's nose with that of Mary's nose. (Assume in this case that we are looking at a small-sized giant that is only 3 meters tall.) Similarly, although the RNC reading is more natural, (39) may also allow a somewhat unusual non-RNC reading under a special circumstance. Imagine that one of the cars is a gigantic construction vehicle, while the other is a normal passenger car. Such a reading would correspond to (42i).

Next, turning to (37b), repeated below, note that the pivot is incompatible with the main predicate. Thus, (44b) is very odd, if *Lee kyoswu* 'Prof. Lee' is interpreted as the argument of the predicate.[14](#Fn14){ref-type="fn"} This means that unlike in (37a), there is no issue with respect to API in (43). Therefore, the availability of RNC in (37b) is correctly predicted under the current analysis.(43)Kim kyoswu-uyceyca-kaLee kyoswu-potamanhta.Kim Prof.-[gen]{.smallcaps}student-[nom]{.smallcaps}Lee Prof.-thanmany'Prof. Kim's students are more than Prof. Lee('s students).'→ RNC reading only(44)a.Kim kyoswu-uyceyca-kamanhta.Kim Prof.-[gen]{.smallcaps}student-[nom]{.smallcaps}many'Prof. Kim's students are many. (= Prof. Kim has many students.)'b.\* Lee kyoswu-kamanhta.Lee Prof.-[nom]{.smallcaps}many'Prof. Lee is many.'If we modify (43) in a way that the antecedent and pivot are both compatible with the predicate, i.e., if a violation of API arises, an RNC reading becomes unavailable, as expected. This is because the pivot is simultaneously interpreted as the standard as well in such contexts. This is shown by (45).(45)Kim kyoswu-uyceyca-kaLee kyoswu-potaywumeynghata/calsayngkiessta.Kim Prof.-[gen]{.smallcaps}student-[nom]{.smallcaps}Lee Prof.-thanfamous/handsomei.'Prof. Kim's student is more famous/handsome than Prof. Lee.'→ non-RNC, NP-comparative readingii.\* 'Prof. Kim's student is more famous/handsome than Prof. Lee('s student).'→ RNR reading

Note that (43) and (45) are a minimal pair differing only in the choice of the predicates. The contrast clearly indicates that it is important to consider the properties of the predicate in determining the availability of RNC. This is actually quite natural, considering that the comparability between elements is determined by the nature of the scale denoted by the gradable predicate.

The pivot as a remnant of deletion {#Sec11}
==================================

Note that what underlies RNC is basically an NP comparative construction, as in (46).(46)\[~ant~ John-uynai\]-ka\[~sta~ Mary-uynai\]-potamanhta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-[nom]{.smallcaps}Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-thanmany'John's age is more than Mary's age.'(= 'John is older than Mary.')Here, the comparison is between the antecedent *John*-*uy nai* 'John's age' and the standard *Mary*-*uy nai* 'Mary's age'. Note that these NPs contain identical elements, i.e., the noun head *nai* 'age', while they also contain distinct genitive NPs, i.e., *John* and *Mary*, corresponding to the correlate and pivot, respectively. Therefore, in a sense, the real contrast in (46) is between *John* and *Mary*, who are compared with respect to their age.

Given this, I assume that in RNC, the pivot is focused and that deletion applies to non-focused elements in the standard.[15](#Fn15){ref-type="fn"} This implies that assigning focus has the effect of determining which element is to be deleted and which is not. Now, recall that in Sect. [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}, based on the contrast between sentences like (47) and (48), I suggested that API requires the pivot to be the largest element within the standard that is incomparable with the antecedent.(47)\[John-uytongsayng-uynai\]-nun\[Mary\]-potamanhta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanmanya.'John's brother's age is more than Mary's age.'b.\* 'John's brother's age is more than Mary's brother's age.'(48)\[John-uytongsayng-uynai\]-nun\[Mary-uytongsayng\]-potamanhta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-thanmanya.\* 'John's brother's age is more than Mary's age.'b.'John's brother's age is more than Mary's brother's age.'The question is why that should be the case. Regarding this, I suggest that elements in the standard that are not comparable with the antecedent are focused. If that is the case, the underlying structure of the standard in (48) will initially be like (49).[16](#Fn16){ref-type="fn"}

In addition to that, I assume that something like (50) is also operative, to the effect that only the highest element among the F-marked elements in a dominance relation can retain its F-marking.(50)A focus-marked node is an F-marked constituent not dominated by any other F-marked constituent (Selkirk [@CR32]:555).

Then, the configuration in (49) will eventually be as in (51), which I assume is the source of the API effect.

Deletion in RNC {#Sec12}
===============

Let us turn to the deletion operation in RNC. Under the current analysis, the construction involves an implicit complex NP that undergoes deletion, which is what I call the standard. Assuming that the pivot is focused and that focused elements are exempt from deletion, an RNC sentence like (52) is derived as in (53).(52)Robert Downey Jr.-kayenghwahanphyen-eysepat-nunton-iR.D.J.-[nom]{.smallcaps}movieonepiece-fromreceives-[adn]{.smallcaps}money-[nom]{.smallcaps}Tom Holland-potahwelssinmahnta.T.H.-thanfarmuch'The money that R.D.J. receives from a movie is far more than (the money that) T.H. (receives from a movie).'(53)...\[~sta~ \[~piv~T.H.\]~F~-kayenghwahanphyen-eysepat-nunton\]-pota...T.H.-[nom]{.smallcaps}movieonepiece-fromreceives-[adn]{.smallcaps}money-than

Tentatively assuming this analysis, let us turn to the set of examples in (54) that makes an interesting point. That is, as an anonymous reviewer for JEAL points out, in most examples of RNC discussed so far, the pivot happens to be the initial element within the standard, which is also the case in (52). However, (54) shows that this is not necessary, i.e., the pivot can also originate from non-initial positions within the standard.[17](#Fn17){ref-type="fn"} (Here, the correlate and pivot are highlighted.)(54)a.\[John-i**hakkyo-eyse**ponay-nunsikan\]-i**cip-(eyse)**-potamanhta.John-[nom]{.smallcaps}school-atspend-[adn]{.smallcaps}time-[nom]{.smallcaps}home-at-thanmany'John spends more time in school than at home.'b.\[Kenkangkemcin-lulpat-ule**kayinpyengwen-ey**ka-nsalam\]-imedicalcheckup-[acc]{.smallcaps}have-toprivatehospital-togo-[adn]{.smallcaps}person-[nom]{.smallcaps}**conghappyengwen**-potamanhtageneralhospital-thanmany'More people went to private hospitals than general hospitals to have a medical checkup.'c.\[John-i**kangaci-eykey**cwu-ncangnamkam\]-iJohn-[nom]{.smallcaps}puppy-[dat]{.smallcaps}give-[adn]{.smallcaps}toy-[nom]{.smallcaps}**koyangi-(eykey)**-potamanhtacat(-[dat]{.smallcaps})-thanmany'John gave more toys to his dog than to the cat'd.\[John-i**onul**pata-eysecap-unkoki\]-ka**ecey**-potamanhta.John-[nom]{.smallcaps}todaysea-atcatch-[adn]{.smallcaps}fish-[nom]{.smallcaps}yesterday-thanmany'The fish that John caught today in the sea is more than yesterday.'

If we assume that deletion takes place in (54) in the same way as in (53), the relevant configuration will be as in (55). (Due to considerations of space, I only discuss the case in (54a). But the situation is the same for the other examples in (54).)(55)\[John-i**hakkyo-eyse**ponay-nunsikan\]-iJohn-[nom]{.smallcaps}school-atspend-[adn]{.smallcaps}time-[nom]{.smallcaps}\[John-i**cip-eyse**ponay-nunsikan\]-potatemanhta.John-[nom]{.smallcaps}home-atspend-[adn]{.smallcaps}time-thanmoremany

Note here that the deleted elements do not form a constituent. Therefore, the question arises how deletion can target these elements, given the usual assumption that deletion only targets constituents.[18](#Fn18){ref-type="fn"} In this context, Merchant's ([@CR19]) analysis of NP comparatives in Greek seems helpful. According to his analysis, the pivot undergoes focus movement out of an underlying clause, followed by deletion of the clause, which is actually an extension of his earlier analysis of sluicing in English (Merchant [@CR17]), as shown in (56). His analysis of Greek NP comparatives is given in (57).(57)a.I MariapezikitharakaliteraapotonGianni.the Maria.[nom]{.smallcaps}playsguitarbetterthantheGiannis.[acc]{.smallcaps}'Maria plays guitar better than Giannis.' (Merchant [@CR19]:152)b.... \[apo \[\[ton Gianni\]~1~ ~~\[t~~~~~1~~~ ~~pezi kithara\]~~\]\]

Given this, suppose that *pota* 'than' heads a functional projection (say, *than*P) and takes the standard as its complement. In this base structure, the pivot undergoes focus movement to the specifier of *than*P, followed by deletion of the rest of the standard, similarly to what happens in (56b). Assuming this, the configurations of deletion in (53) and (55) can be reanalyzed as in (58).

Furthermore, note that in all cases of RNC, the pivot originates from an island such as a relative clause or a left-branch. For instance, although (59a) should involve movement and deletion as in (59b) under the current analysis, such extraction is not possible in non-RNC contexts, due to the left-branch condition, as (60) shows.[19](#Fn19){ref-type="fn"} This means that deleting the extraction site, i.e., the standard, in RNC remedies island violations.(59)a.John-uysengcek-unMary-potacohta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}grade-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-thangood'John's grade is better than Mary('s grade).'b.... \[~thanP~ \[~NP~ Mary\] \[~than'~ ~~\[~~~~~NP~~~ ~~t uy sengcek\]~~ pota\](60)\* \[Mary\]na-nun\[~CP~ \[~NP~ tuysengcek\]-icohta-ko\]sayngkakhanta.MaryI-[top]{.smallcaps}[gen]{.smallcaps}grade-[nom]{.smallcaps}good-[comp]{.smallcaps}think'I think that Mary's grade is good.'

This is not surprising, because it is well-known that deletion can remedy island violations (Fox and Lasnik [@CR9], Ince [@CR11], Merchant [@CR17], Park [@CR23], [@CR24], among many others; see also Griffiths and Lipták [@CR10] and references therein for contexts that disallow island repair). For instance, sluicing in English can remedy violations of relative clause islands and left branch islands.(61)Relative clause islanda.They want to hire someone who speaks a Balkan language, but I don't remember which.b.\* I don't remember which (Balkan language) they want to hire someone \[who speaks \_\_\]. (Merchant [@CR36]: 136)(62)Left-branch islanda.She bought a big car, but I don't know how big.b.\* I don't know how big she bought \[a \_\_ car\]. (Merchant [@CR36]: 136)

In Korean, too, deletion is known to remedy island violations as well.[20](#Fn20){ref-type="fn"}(63)Relative clause islanda.Q:John-un\[nwu-kacakokha-nnolay\]-lulpwulless-ni?John-[top]{.smallcaps}who-[nom]{.smallcaps}wrote-[adn]{.smallcaps}song-[acc]{.smallcaps}sang-[q]{.smallcaps}'Who did John sing a song that wrote?'A:Max-(ka).b. ?\*Max-ka\[John-un\[tcakokha-nnolay\]-lulpwulless-e.Max-[nom]{.smallcaps}John-[top]{.smallcaps}wrote-[adn]{.smallcaps}song-[acc]{.smallcaps}sang-[dec]{.smallcaps} (Park [@CR23]: 88)(64)Left-branch islanda.Q:John-un\[nwukwu-uytongsayng\]-ulmannass-ni?John-[top]{.smallcaps}who-[gen]{.smallcaps}brother-[acc]{.smallcaps}met-[q]{.smallcaps}'Whose brother did John meet?'A:Mary-(uy). (Park and Oh [@CR25]: 3)b.\*Mary-uyJohn-un\[ttongsayng\]-ulmannass-ta.Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}John-[top]{.smallcaps}brother-[acc]{.smallcaps}met-[dec]{.smallcaps}

Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

In this paper, I examined the properties of a novel type of comparative construction in Korean, namely, RNC. I argued that the notion of comparability plays an important role in determining the availability of RNC, where comparability is based on the scale associated with gradable predicates in comparative constructions. The hallmark of RNC that makes it different from ordinary NP comparatives is the fact that the antecedent and pivot have to be incomparable with each other, despite the fact that the pivot bears the marker of the standard of comparison. This means that there is a mismatch between the standard and pivot as well. Adopting Merchant's (2001, 2004, 2009, among others) move-and-delete approach to various ellipsis constructions, I proposed a move-and-delete analysis of RNC, where the pivot undergoes focus movement within *than*P, followed by deletion of the rest of the standard. In the course of the discussion, I also showed that some putative instances of NPE in Korean are not genuine cases of NPE. It remains to be seen to what extent the current analysis can be extended to other languages and other types of comparative constructions, a task that I put aside for future research.

List of abbreviations: [acc]{.smallcaps} (accusative), [adn]{.smallcaps} (adnominal), [ant]{.smallcaps} (antecedent), [comp]{.smallcaps} (complementizer), [cop]{.smallcaps} (copula), [cor]{.smallcaps} (correlate), [dat]{.smallcaps} (dative), [dec]{.smallcaps} (declarative), [gen]{.smallcaps} (genitive), [nom]{.smallcaps} (nominative), [piv]{.smallcaps} (pivot), [pres]{.smallcaps} (present), [q]{.smallcaps} (question), [rel]{.smallcaps} (relative), [sta]{.smallcaps} (standard), [top]{.smallcaps} (topic).

There is some controversy concerning the status of clausal comparatives in Korean. (Japanese is similar in this regard.) That is, some researchers assume it to involve a kind of relative clause or nominalized clause, which means that clausal comparatives like (2) are essentially NP comparatives as well, while there are also researchers who assume that the complement of *pota* in sentences like (2) is a genuine clause. This in part stems from the status of *kes*, which is ambiguous between a pronominal and a complementizer. In any case, this controversy does not concern us here. See Beck et al. ([@CR7]), Jhang ([@CR13]), Park ([@CR27]), Sudo ([@CR33]) for relevant discussion.

In the English translation of Korean sentences, implicit elements are enclosed in parentheses.

On the surface, the examples in (3) may give the impression that they involve NP-ellipsis, as in (i). I show in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} that this is not the case.(i)John cleaned Chomsky's house, but Mary cleaned Halle's.

It is worth pointing out that Japanese, which often behaves very similarly to Korean, allows NPE (Saito and Murasugi [@CR29]; Saito, Lin, and Murasugi [@CR30]; Takahashi [@CR34], among many others). Consider the contrast between (i) and (ii).(i)Taroo-notaido-wayo-iga,\[Hanako-no~~\[taido\]~~-wa\]yoku-na-i.(J)Taro-[gen]{.smallcaps}attitude-[top]{.smallcaps} good-[pres]{.smallcaps}though Hanako-[gen]{.smallcaps}attitude-[top]{.smallcaps}good-not-[pres]{.smallcaps}'Though Taro's attitude is good, Hanako's isn't.' (Saito, Lin, and Murasugi [@CR30]:253)(ii) \*John-uythayto-nuncoh-ciman,\[Mary-uy~~\[thayto\]~~\]-nuncohcianhta.(K)John-[gen]{.smallcaps}attitude-[top]{.smallcaps}good-though Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}attitude-[top]{.smallcaps}goodnot'Though John's attitude is good, Mary's isn't.' (An [@CR3]:23)

See An ([@CR3]) for other cases in Korean that only apparently resemble NPE.

It is noteworthy that a slightly modified version of (15) is acceptable with an RNC reading, as in (i).(i)?\[John-uykabang\]-i\[Mary\]-potapissata.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}bag-[nom]{.smallcaps}Mary-thanexpensive'John's bag is more expensive than Mary('s bag).'

\(i\) may sound a bit awkward at first, but in a proper context, as in (ii), it sounds better.(ii)Context for (i): People are trying to determine who has the most expensive bag: John's bag is from Gucci; Mary's is from Nike.

Also, with a different predicate, (i) allows an RNC reading more easily.(iii)John-uykabang-iMary-potasinhyeng/kwuhyeng-i-ta.John-[gen]{.smallcaps}bag-[nom]{.smallcaps}Mary-thannew.model/old.model-[cop]{.smallcaps}-[dec]{.smallcaps}'John's bag is a newer/older model than Mary('s bag).'(Context: People are trying to determine who has a newer/older model of a bag.)

These examples illustrate the role played by the predicate and context in determining the availability of RNC, to which I turn below in Sects. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}.

The caveat here is that this test might potentially give an apparently wrong result due to the flexibility of the meaning of the predicate. The problem is only apparent, because the interpretation of the predicate will be different depending on whether it is used with the antecedent or pivot. That is, we would be dealing with different kinds of scales in such situations. Such cases are tangential to the main point. See also the discussion in Sect. [5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}.

Of course, the standard should be comparable with the antecedent, but that is presupposed to be the case in all the relevant cases. Otherwise, the comparison will lead to gibberish.

I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for JEAL for providing the examples in (26e)--(26h).

An anonymous reviewer for JEAL points out that for (26e) and (26f), it is possible to construct the sentences in (i) and (ii), respectively.(i)a.Cesan-uynamwutul-iphwururuta.thatmountain-[gen]{.smallcaps}trees-[nom]{.smallcaps}green'That mountain's trees are green.'b.Isan-iphwururuta.thismountain-[nom]{.smallcaps}green'This mountain is green.'(ii)a.Ikakey-uykkochtul-issata.thisshop-[gen]{.smallcaps}flowers-[nom]{.smallcaps}cheap'The flowers in this shop are cheap.'b.Cekakey-kassata.thatshop-[gen]{.smallcaps}cheap'That shop is cheap.'At first, these examples seem to indicate that the antecedents and pivots in (26e) and (26f) are comparable, which if true, might be problematic for (24). However, there is reason to believe that that is not the case. Rather, these examples actually show the importance of the role played by the predicate in determining the comparability between the relevant elements. Regarding (26e) and (i), they are essentially the same as (37a)/(38) discussed in Sect. [5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}, where I argue that the scales associated with the relevant NPs are not identical, so that they are not comparable and, thus, do not pose a problem for API. (I refer the reader to Sect. [5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} for details.) Regarding (iib), if the speaker is literally concerned with the price of that shop, e.g., if the speaker is a real estate agent, it is reasonable that the price range for real estate is not the same as that for flowers. Therefore, we are dealing with different scales in (iia) and (iib) in such contexts. Incidentally, (iib) allows an alternative reading that says something about prices of flowers. But, in that case, the sentence is based on a configuration like (iii), where pro can also be replaced by the overt NP *kkoch*-*i* 'flowers-[nom]{.smallcaps}'. Crucially, however, *kkoch* 'flowers' is not the pivot in (26f). Therefore, (iib) under the alternative interpretation does not pose a problem for API either.(iii)Cekakey-kaprossata.(pro = kkoch-i)thatshop-[nom]{.smallcaps}cheapflower-[nom]{.smallcaps}'Flowers are cheap at that store.'

Significantly, the parallelism between (27) and (28) provides further evidence that NPE is irrelevant to the cases under consideration.

In response to a question raised by an anonymous reviewer for JEAL, I should point out that the test proposed in Sect. [3.1](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} for determining the comparability of elements, which is also employed here and below, is simply a convenient tool and is not supposed to have any independent status in grammar. Nor is this supposed to work in all cases. (See the comments in note 8.) I assume that it is ultimately the semantic features of the relevant NPs and their predicates that determine their legitimacy in a comparative construction, though further research is necessary to fully understand how these factors interact with each other.

(44b) can be grammatical under a different reading. Here, pro can be anything that is contextually salient, e.g., money, books, friends, etc. This reading is irrelevant to our discussion.(i)Lee kyoswu-kapromanhta.Lee prof.-[nom]{.smallcaps}many'As for Prof. Lee, (pro) is many. (= Prof. Lee has many (pro).)'

I assume that the relevant deletion operation in RNC only targets elements in the standard. This is supported by the contrast below.(i)a.\[~ant~John-uynai\]-nun\[~sta~Mary-~~uynai~~\]-potamanhta.John-[nom]{.smallcaps}age-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-thanmany'John is older than Mary.'b.\* \[~ant~John-~~uynai~~\]-nun\[~sta~Mary-uynai\]-potamanhta.John-[nom]{.smallcaps}age-[top]{.smallcaps}Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}age-thanmany

For ease of exposition, I adopt a simplified structure of the noun phrase and label it as NP. I also ignore case-markers in the tree diagram. This does not affect our discussion.

I thank the anonymous reviewer for JEAL for raising this point and also for the data in (54a--c).

It has been proposed in the literature that there are instances where deletion can actually target non-constituents (Abe [@CR1]; An [@CR35], [@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR6]; Mukai [@CR20], Ott and Struckmeier [@CR21], [@CR22], Sato and Maeda [@CR31], among others). However, this does not mean that deletion is unconstrained. For instance, An ([@CR6]) argues that deleted elements have to form a consecutive string due to independent requirements on PF. Therefore, the configuration in (55) cannot be accepted as is under An's approach to deletion. On the other hand, Abe ([@CR1]) and Ott and Struckmeier ([@CR21], [@CR22]) allow scattered deletion of non-constituents. I will not go into further details of these different approaches to deletion, since discussing them will go beyond the scope of this paper.

The deviance of (60) may also be due to the fact that the genitive case marker is stranded after the movement of the pivot. This does not affect the main point of the discussion, as such problems can also be remedied by deletion, as Park ([@CR23], [@CR24]) argues. Besides, moving the case-marker with the pivot does not improve the grammaticality of the sentence anyway.(i)\* \[Mary-uy\]na-nun\[~CP~ \[~NP~ tsengcek\]-icohta-ko\]sayngkakhanta.Mary-[gen]{.smallcaps}I-[top]{.smallcaps}grade-[nom]{.smallcaps}good-[comp]{.smallcaps}think'I think that Mary's grade is good.'

(63a) and (64a) are examples of fragment answers, not sluicing. This does not affect the main point of our discussion, because the analysis of fragment answers adopted by the authors cited in the main text is essentially the same as Merchant's ([@CR17]) analysis of sluicing in (56b). In fact, the same is true of Merchant's ([@CR18]) own analysis of fragment answers in English. See An ([@CR4]) and Saito and An ([@CR28]) for further discussion and references for sluicing and fragment answers in Korean.
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